The 0E-ICF6560W produces low distortion and very clear sound. A pivoting tweeter allows for direction of sound in any direction.

- FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 60HZ-20KHZ
- RMS POWER: 60 WATTS
- MAX. POWER: 120 WATTS
- IMPEDANCE: 8 OHMS
- SENSITIVITY (1W/1M): 90DB
- WOOFER: 6.5" POLYPROPYLENE CONE
- TWEETER: 1.2" SILK DOME
- TWEETER EQUALIZER: +3DB/-3DB
- CUTOUT DIMENSIONS: 8.27"
- OVERALL DIMENSIONS: 8.94" X 3.43"
- CONTAINS 2 SPEAKERS

PART #: 0E-ICF6560W
UPC: 811914021926
LENGTH: 9.5"
WIDTH: 9.5"
HEIGHT: 8.3"
WEIGHT: 4.4 LBS

Product Certification: